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Editorial:

The Melbourne branch of the Australian Society for the Study of
Labour History has bought a set of slides dealing with our neighbour
Indonesia. It is entitled "Military Rule and Human Rights in
Indonesia, West Papua and East Timor" and was produced by Tapol, 8a
Treford Street, London.

Indonesia receives surprisingly little international attention when
you consider its strategic and economic importance.

At the next meeting of the Branch,Jack Hutson will show the slides
and make a commentary on their significance. Jack is in a position
to discuss the relevance of the slides as he has visited Indonesia
several times.

The meeting will be held as usual in the Board Room of the Australian
Insurance Employees Union at 310 Queen Street on Tuesday, 18th June,
at 7./15 p.m.

SPECIAL "RECORDER"

56,500 of our 28 page special have been printed. We have only about
2,000 left which we have decided to sell at 30 cents each. We have
boosted our funds by over $3,000 as a result of the success of our
two historic publications (the first was the 150th Anniversary of the
Tolpuddle Martyrs).

The Society has decided to publish another special "Recorder" in time
to be launched at the A.C.T.U. Congress in Sydney in September.
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It will deal with the part played by the Labour movement in relation

to Australia-Indonesian relations.

AUGUST 17th. 1915

On this day - 4-0 years ago - Indonesia declared its independence from

Dutch rule. The Labour movement in Australia responded in a magnificant
way and contributed greatly to the cause of the Indonesian people.

September 30th. 1965

It is now 20 years since the Suharto Coup which drowned the Indonesian

Labour movement in blood.

October l6th. 1975

Four Australian Journalists were killed by Indonesian troops on this
day 10 years ago.

November 28th. 1975

The Fretilin forces in East Timor declared independence on this day
10 years ago.

December 7th. 1975

Indonesian armed forces launched aggression against East Timor. For

10 years they have fought - without success - to subdue the East

Timorese people.

This "vSpecial" will be of 8 pages and it is pleasing to be able to
announce that we have the co-operation of the Australian-East Timor

Association in Victoria to assist in it's preparation. Already about
7 people have indicated their willingness to help.

We would be happy to hear from any reader who would like to join the
team.

John Arrowsmith.

RESTORATION OF JAMES GALLOWAY MONUMENT
IN MELBOURNE GENERAL CEMETERY

In the February issue of the "Recorder" we reported that the stone

masonary trade apprentices at Collingwood TAFE supervised by their

trade instructor Andrew Patience were planning to restore the
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James Galloway Memorial in the Melbourne General Cemetery.

Newspaper advertisements have been published to attempt to. contact
descendants of the deceased. Some 12 years ago the Melbourne Branch
of the Labour History Society also made efforts to locate these •

descendants. These efforts have not been successful.

Permission is now being sought from the Cemetery Trust to restore the

monument.

The restoration will be a major undertaking. The entire monument

will be dismantled in order to replace the foundations; the Ionic

columns will be replaced with new columns made exactly as the originals
except that Hamilton sandstone will be used; all the appurtenances
will be refurbished or replaced.

It is planned to make a film and photographic record of the work.

These will be used in class work and also as a documentary for use
in the commercial television field.

This is a fitting project for the commemorative year of 1984.-85.

HISTORY OF THE MJNICIPAL EMPLOYEES UNION

Mr A. Best is writing a short history (illustrated) o- the Municipal
Employees Union as part of it's 100 year celebration.

The M.E.U first started as the Corporation Labourers Union in 1885.
The name was changed to Municipal Employees Association in 1909 and

to the current title in 19U. The M.O.A broke away from the M.E.U
in 1923. The Union covers council workers from garbos to home help.

Mr.Best is particularly interested in old photos or any pictorial
material or any leads to events or people in this time. To date he

has been only able to trace minute books from 1902, at the Melbourne

University Archives and at the A.N.U Archives of Business and Labour

in Canberra.

Contact : 1st floor,
10 Dickmann Street,

Richmond, Victoria, 3121.
Telephone (o3) 4281526.
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ABLATIVE

Newsletter of the A,N.U. Archives of Business and Labour.

As is stated in the editorial of this newsletter. Ablative will be

published twice a year and will contain short articles on one or two

records groups; notes on new deposits with indications of their

strengths and notes on developments within the Archives.

This issue has articles on the Australian Agricultural Company and
on Victoria River Downs station. Topics discussed for future issues

include the records of the maritime industry unions, employer

organisations etc; a general survey of the pastoral industry records;

the records of the A.G.T.U and the records of the metal industry unions.

The Archives wart ABLATIVE to be of use to the workers in the fields

that they serve - Economic history. Labour history, Social history
and industrial relations for example.

These newsletters should encoura.ge use of the Archives magnificent

collections.

Researchers visiting the Archives should make enquiries well in

advance to ensure that the records are available.

Letters should be addressed to :

The Archives Officer,
A.N.U Archives of Business and Labour,
G.P.O Box 4-,

Canberra. A.C.T 2601.

RILEY & EPHEMERA COLLECTION

Ephemera, be definition, is usually read once and then discarded.

Individually a leaflet may have little value when published other than

its intended purpose of providing an immediate message,, but

collectively and historically such items can be a valuable resource

for the recreation of the past. These leaflets, posters etc., exist

N

3.

The Riley and Ephemera Collection is housed in, the La Trobe Library,
the Australiana wing of the State Library of Victoria. The Collection

includes leaflets, handouts, posters, stickers and badges relating to

the broad political and social life of Victoria.
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as a direct statement of the views of the issuing groups. This mode
of expression often provides both an alternative and counterbalance
to the views reported in other sources such as newspapers.

The Collection began when labour archivist Fred Riley deposited his
ephemera collection with the Library before his death in 1970, and
it has been growing ever since.

Frederick John Riley (1886-1970) was a politician and unionist who
began his political career in South Australia as a member of the

South Australian Socialist Party and the Australian Peace Alliance.
He spent most of his political career in Melbourne and was very active
in the 1916-17 anti-conscription campaign. He was, at various times,
president of the Melbourne Trades Hall Council (1931-32), president
of the Food Trades Federation (1927-28, 1932-33), president of the
Victorian Branch of the A.L.P. and president of the
Victorian branch of the D.L.P. (1960-61). The post he held longest
was that of secretary to the Manufacturing Grocers Union from 1922
to 1961. Riley's activities are represented in the papers and
publications which he preserved. The main groups of papers he
donated to the Library are those relating to the Trades Hall Council,
the A.L.P. and the D.L.P.

The Collection ranges widely over political and social arenas and is
especially strong in such subjects as:

Conservation Homosexuality Nuclear war
Land Rights ^ Political parties May Day
Central America Women's rights Abortion
Middle East Trade Unions Racism
Conscription (WWI & Vietnam)

At present the Collection numbers several thousand items. It is open
to all members of the public. Material is accessible through the name
of the issuing group and through its subject matter. Whilst attempts
are made to collect from all points of view, the bias of the

Collection is radical, reflecting the nature of the kinds of

organisations who rely on publicity through leaflets and handbills.
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The Collection depends upon and welcomes donations from interested

individuals and groups. Material can be forwarded to the Riley &
Ephemera Collection, State Library of Victoria, 328 Swanston Street,
Melbourne, 3000.

If you have any questions about the Collection please contact Mandy Bede
or Marg McCormack on (03) 669 994-9.

"LETTERS FROM SPAIN" - Book Launching

Amirah Inglis, while amassing data for a history of Australians

connected with the Spanish War of 1936-39 came upon letters written

by Lloyd Edmonds to his father in the Baillieu Library Archives of the

Melbourne University. She decided to edit them and get the material

published .

The book of letters with useful background comments by Amirah has
been attractively produced by Allen and Unwin.

Steve Niblo, lecturer in history at Latrobe University officially
launched the book. The quantitive measure of the success of a book

launching is the number of books sold. In this case it was 68.

The book has 200 pages, is illustrated and limp cover costs $9.90

"In Our Time" - Socialism And The Rise of Labour 1885-1905.
236 p. Recommended retail price $9.95, plus postage.

Reviewed by Jack Hutson.

Ever since Socialism began to be advocated it has aroused strong
passions for and against. "In Our Time" provides a detailed survey
of the development of the cause of socialism in Australia in the

period 1885-1905.

The survey covers the various organisations formed in the various

colonies to advocate Socialism and their ideas of how to establish

it in Australia. They were all confident that they would see
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"Socialism In Our Time".

June, 1985

Inspired by that they agitated with enthusiastic energy by means of
leaflets, newspapers, open-air meetings, lectures, demonstrations,
deputations, socialist clubs and sales of overseas socialist literature.
And they won converts to their cause.

At the Zurich Conference of the Socialist International in 1893 the
delegates of the Australian Socialist League reported that it had
15 branches and more than 9,000 members in New South Wales.

In 1903, the Social Democratic Party of Victoria had to move the place
for its Sunday evening meetings in Melbourne to a larger hall with a
capacity of over a thousand people, and even then it was crowded to
the doors. (Oh happy days I).

Individual supporters made personal sacrifices willingly. For example,
Harry Holland, a leading socialist, in a period of straightened
circumstances would breakfast on a cup of water and a bmch of home
grown grapes, and lunch on a dozen bananas. In 1902 he became editor
of a newspaper in Grenfell, N.S.W. But while living in Sydney he was
advocate for the Tailoresses' Union for a wage claim in the Arbitration
Court. To attend the hearing he rode his bicycle 235 miles each way I
The author deals with the role of women in the Socialist organisations.
They were keen to recruit them, but although they were progressive
in their official policies they were sexist in practice for women
members were "lumbered with secretarial and tea-making duties". A
few with strong characters did become prominent, as for example,
Agnes Botham, who said :

Socialism means nothing less than the abolition of household
as well as industrial slavery".

Convincing proof is given that the Socialist movement was based mainly
on the working class. The advocates of it saw Socialism as the way
to end the hardship and injustice imposed on the working class by
Capitalism.

It is also shown that the Socialists helped to establish the Labour
Party. Most of them expected that Socialism could be introduced by
Parliamentary means, but their hopes were dashed when it turned out
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that most Labour politicians preferred pragmatic political expediency

to Socialist principles.

The contrast between their attitudes can be seen from the following

quotations ;

"W.A. Murphy, a ship's officer and unionist, who was one of the Labour

candidates elected, maintained that the success of the Labour Party

at the 1881 election was'the result of persistent Socialist agitation'

and considered that the colony of NSW would establish 'the first

great Socialist Commonwealth".

On the eve of an election in South Australia in 1905 the leader of the

Labour Party, Tom Price, said that :

"The policy of the Labour Party was one of development and progress,

and they would not be frightened by the nonsense that had been

talked about Socialism. The Labour Party stood for the expansion of

business as far as South Australia was concerned, and they meant to

bring about prosperity and honest government". (This has a familiar

ring today I J.H).

The author surveys other ideas which influenced the labour movement

at the time. One was the uptopian idea which ingired the "New

Australia" experiment of William Lane in Paraquay and the manufactur

ing and rural co-operatives in Australia. Other ideas were those of

Henry George, the Knights of Labour, the Fabians and Karl Marx.

Other working class organisations other than socialist ones are not

overlooked, such as the Surplus Labour League, to mention but one

of them, which was established in New South Wales to help organise

the unemployed.

Some stirring poems of the period are given, which reminds us of the

importance given to poetry in political agitation at the time. A

practice that sadly has nowadays been lost.

"In Our Time" is a valuable and well written contribution that is

packed with information. It is essential reading for onyone

interested in the history of ideas in Australia, particularly that

of Socialism. Although the book deals with the Labour Party only
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In the period covered, it can also tell us something about the

Labour Party today.

The book is a valuable reference source about the Socialist and

other organisations which sprang up in the labour movement in the

period, no matter how obscure, for none appears to have escaped the

diligent research of the author. Reference is assisted by a

comprehensive index.

In the concluding chapter the author analyses why the "first wave

Socialism" failed to succeed and makes the comment that :

"Socialists within the Australian Labour Party must surely be amongst

the most patient people on this planet. Many useful reforms that

have improved the working and living conditions of Australian workers

have resulted from Labour governments, but Australia is further

from Socialism than it was in the 1890s. The state Socialists

failed drama Licully Lo roaliuu "Socialism In our Time" Lliruugli

parliament, and in attempting to do so, did much to. disarm the forces

of Socialism".

One cannot but agree with that conclusion, but then wonder when there

will be a second wave of Socialism and whether it will be more

successful than the first wave.

*******

Obituary - Robert Wilfred Holt

Mr. Holt, born in Tasmania in 19H the son of a Presbyterian Minister,

was educated at Scotch College and studied Law at Melbourne University,

He served in New Guinea in world war 11, reaching the rank of Major.

He was recruited by Pat Kennelly into the A.L.P after the war and

Pat promoted his pre-selection for Portland. He held the Legislative
Assembly seat of Portland from 194-5 to 1 947 and again from 1950 to

1955, and was Minister for Lands and Soldier Settlement in the second

Cain government.

He retired from the Cabinet objecting to a government Bill, the Land
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Settlement Bill of 1953. One of the provisions of this Bill provided
for Crown land not required for soldier settlement or conventional
settlement to go to "unspecified organisations" at the discretion
of the Minister of Lands.

The provision to give land not wanted for other settlement to
"organisations" was a strategera designed to hand over a tract of
poor land at Caradale, in the South Gippsland hills, to the National
Catholic Rural movement for a land settlement project. Santamaria
had asked Cain for the land earlier in 1953, in a deputation with
the Italian Consul and an Italian land settlement expert.
Cam agreed to the Caradale proposition and invited Santamaria to
discuss it further with R.W. Holt as Minister for Lands.

Reports of this interview by R.W. Holt and B.A. Santamaria differ
markedly. Santamaria (& Scully) who accompanied him have insisted
that it was amicable, lasted longer than they expected and that
Hold readily agreed to the scheme. Holt, on the other hand, charged
a year later at the height of the split that he had refused to agree
and that Santamaria had said he (Holt) "might not be in the next
parliament".

During the dying session on 11 Dece.ber. Holt brought amendments
before the Assembly. He introduced the amendment, reading it out
without any supporting speech. After some interceptions from the
Opposition, Holt said "I cannot go on with this" and tore up the
amendment before leaving the Assembly.

Later Holt resigned from the Cabinet "I find myself out of step
with my Cabinet Colleagues on a matter of principle...I intend to
support the government" he said in a brief statement to the press.
At the special meeting of the Federal Executive held in Canberra
on 27th October, 1954, amongst the evidence was a letter from Holt
stating that "My charge is that the Victorian Branch is controlled
and directed through Mr.B.A. Santamaria". Holt's letter was
'leaked' and published widely in the press in the following weekend.
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In the Federal elections following the Split, Holt entered

Federal Parliament serving as the member for Darebin from 1955

to 1958. He also played an important role in the re-structuring

of the Victorian Branch of the Labour Party that followed the

Hobart Conference of March, 1955.

******

THE D.L.P - AN "ETHNIC PARTY" ?

No the D.L.P was not an "ethnic" Party, whatever that word may

mean. In the classic cases of Nationalist Parties of Europe,

which were mostly based on ethnic minorities and who vere placed in

an inferior status in society did not enjoy full rights in terms of

the vote, employment and cultural life. Parties did arise with

the aim of attaining equal opportunities with the dominant nation

and its political parties.

But was this the case in Australia ?

Were the grand and great-grandchildren of "ftae Irish who came to

Australia to the goldfields in any way disadvantaged ? Far from it.

The vast majority of those who arrived in Australia became

prosperous farmers, and small businessmen in the aftermath of the

gold rushes of the fifties.

Others became eminent as lawyers, teachers, politicians, journalists,

priests, publicans and policemen I

Did their descendants fare any worse ? Not at all. They did well,

and hardly ever looked lack to the land of their forebears. They
began to become a power in the Public Service of the several States

and with Federation, in the new Federal government.

Many thousands of Irishmen who would never have had any hope of ever

owning even an acre of land in their native land became the proud

owners of land grants of 27 acres of prime land (in Victoria) close

to towns, on nominal deposit and payable over a long period of

years.
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So there was no discrimination on ethnic grounds against the Irish

in this country even in the earliest times. An Irishman came to

Australia to find that there was no barrier to his making a living

or his advancement in life. flis situation was on all fours with

everyone else. And his children spoke with the same accent as the

children of the English, Scottish, Welsh and others.

In the early days of N.S.W no need for an "ethnic" party had been

felt by the Irish. They espoused the same causes and voted for the

same Parties as did all the other migrant groups and they split on

the same issues as others "Free Trade versus Protection" etc.

The reason was simple

There was no reason for an ethnic party to exist, the existing

Parties and other institutions served all in their differing and

sometimes opposing ways. The Irish, like everyone else, found

their niches in the A.L.P frorn the nineties and in the variously

named parties of the "Right" from the earliest times through to

the fifties of the 20th century without feeling the need for an

ethnic or nationalist party. This too, was something they shared

with the rest of their fellow Australians of all the varied ethnic

origins which made up the Australia of the second half of this

century.

Indeed it would be hard to find a society with less need for an

ethnic party than Australia and this was still the case when the

people who formed that party joined the A.L.P from which they split.

And when they did split, was it on grounds of ethnic disadvantage ?

No, it was on the grounds of deep-rooted political differences I

These were brought sharply to the fore when the rise of Hitler to

power in Germany foreshadowed a new world war and the catalyst in

the A.L.P was the outbreak of the generals Rebellion in Spain

against the newly elected democratic Spanish government in 1936.
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It was this period when world politics first became the subject
of sharp debate and violent acrimony in the Australian Labour

Party throughout the whole of the broad Labour and Trade Union

movement.

Many of the people who became active for and against the Fascist

rebels in Spain have lived to participate in Ihe struggles which
culminated in the events of the forties in Australia which preceded
and precipitated the 'Split' in the A.L.P and created that

organisation which ultimately became known as the D.L.P.

So we must disagree with Lyle Allan when he says that the D.L.P

was "an authentic ethnic party" and "Irish Party". It wasn't,
it was an Australian political tendency which became a Party,
in default of taking over totally the A.L.P.

And that is something which I will analyse in a further article,

beginning with the time period 1932-1933.

K. Crisp
*****

The Employment of Russians at the Richmond

Main Colliery - A Problem and a Solution.

Alleyn Best has forwarded a copy of the proceedings of the
Legislative Assembly in N.S.W in 1913. The papers deal with the
employment of Russians at the Richmond Main Colliery.

These two letters extracted from the papers tell the story.

A Problem

The Acting President, Colliery Employees' Federation, to

The Minister for Mines.

Dear Sir, Trades Hall, Newcastle West, 27/5/1913
I am in receipt of information regarding certain men (called

Russians) working at Richmond Main Colliery on top and below at
less than the ordinary rates, namely, 6s. a shift on top in place
of 8s. a shift, and 9s. a shift below in place of 11s. a shift.

You will understand that we have no power to make any local
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investigation, owing to there being no union there. I am
also informed that it is dangerous working with these men, who
do not know a word of the English language. It is fair to
assume that if this is allowed to continue or increase trouble
must eventuate, and to avoid any trouble or miscarriage of
justice I beg to ask that an investigation of the matter be
made through your Department at your earliest convenience.
Any further information and assistance possible will be given
if required.

Yours etc.

E. PETERS,

Acting President.

A Solution

The Under Secretary for Mines to the Manager, Richmond Main
Colliery, Pelaw Main.

18 June, 1913
With reference to the visit made by Mr. Inspector Tenant to your

on the ^th instant, relative to the employment of
Russian workmen on top and below, I am directed by the Seci-etary
for Mines to inform you that it is necessary that these men should
be acquainted with the Special Rules of the colliery, and as it
appears that only two of them can speak a very little English,
it is recommended to you that the Special Rules should be
printed in Russian for the information of these men.

I  shall be glad to have a reply at your early convenience
notifying your acquiescence in this suggestion.

I Have, etc.

E.F. PITTMAN,
Under Secretary.

Moyd Edmonds,
93 Roberts, Street,

ESSENDON. 30^0

Phone 337 7554


